Modern art is getting more comprehensive and diversified regardless of genre in many forms due to the pluralism and anti-aesthetic trend of the time which is impacted by post modernism.
I found out that fashion illustration studies had some preferred techniques and painters' styles depending on the request of the times.
The purpose of this study is to extend the expression area by applying the motive from Matisse' paper cut-out to fashion illustration in order to develop creative image.
The subject of this study is Henry Matisse' paper cut-out which has the formative elements that well fit the modern trend of minimal abstractionism. The application of fashion illustration to the motives of many products is being well received today. In this respect, I
thought Henry Matisse' paper cut-out was a very good subject having forms, colors and patterns that could be applied to commercial products with artistic value. In addition, I tried to find the possibility of taking this into many other products of high commercial value.
This study was conducted to adopt and apply the work of Henri Matisse to fashion illustration, a Fauvism artist of simplicity and purity. To be more specific, the objective of the study is to adopt and apply the unique simplification method in patterns and color of the artist's paper cut-out to fashion illustration.
In the theoretical part, the definition of art fashion illustration, classification of techniques, and history of fashion illustration from its inception to modern date were researched in the past studies published in Korean and overseas journals. In addition, the art of Henri Matisse with focus on paper cut-out was studied.
In the art work part, I produced seven fashion illustrations with the motive from Henry Matisse' 
Classification of Techniques
The techniques of fashion illustration has been developed by reflecting the trend and artists' preference, and modern fashion illustration uses two or three techniques combined rather than one technique alone to create new images.
In this study, I made fashion illustrations by combining hand drawing and computer graphic technique. In the process of production, I
applied more appropriate techniques which best fitted my subject.
1) Woodblock print
It had been the mostly used technique in the early fashion illustration before the phography emerged or the press was generalized. In the 17th century, etching technique was used mainly as the print technique to express the details in spite of its limitation before the photography was invented.<Fig.4>
2) Computer Graphic Matisse learned the strictness of pure geometrical color composition from Cezanne, artistic intuition and sensibility from Gogh and the sense of color like volcano from Gauguin.
5)
The pointillism and the abstractness of plane and curve were linked to the color and the line of Fauvism.
Fauvism
Fauvism was the start of the new painting which replaced the existing realism and naturalism with a new order in the 20th century.
Fauvism used the pure light color of new impressionism but its emotional subject was influenced by Les nabis and Symbolism.
Fauvism was a naturally born short-term artistic phenomenon which was shared by similar artists at that time, rather than an intentional movement of a specific group. Fauvism made a big influence on modern art such as expressionism, dadaism, and surrealism. 6) 3. paper cut-out Matisse' paper cut-out was focused on colors and simplified forms which contributed to the development of abstractionism painting.
The detailed technique is coloring with several primary colors and paper cutting with rhythmical sense having similarity with minimalism art of omission and implication.
In this work, he found his own visual signal system and finalized his expression of color by balancing the harmonized manufacturing method and different elements.
7)
Using use the new term " paper cut-out" was naturally made thru his seek of effective expression of the subject. In this process, color was getting more stabilized and became the strong method of expression.
In order to make general unity while omitting detail description, Matisse thought that simple and strong subject was required and began to make work regarding dance. (Fig. 8,9 ). 
